Abstract. Parametric timed automata (PTA) are a powerful formalism to model and reason about concurrent systems with some unknown timing delays. In this paper, we address the (untimed) language-and trace-preservation problems: given a reference parameter valuation, does there exist another parameter valuation with the same untimed language, or with the same set of traces? We show that these problems are undecidable both for general PTA and for the restricted class of L/U-PTA, even for integer-valued parameters, or over bounded time. On the other hand, we exhibit decidable subclasses: 1-clock PTA, and 1-parameter deterministic L-PTA and U-PTA. We also consider robust versions of these problems, where we additionally require that the language be preserved for all valuations between the reference valuation and the new valuation.
Introduction
Timed Automata. Timed Automata (TA hereafter) were introduced in the 1990's [AD90] as an extension of finite automata with clock variables, which can be used to constrain the delays between transitions. Despite this flexibility, TA enjoy efficient algorithms for checking reachability (and many other properties), which makes them a well-suited model for reasoning about real-time systems.
In TA, clock variables are compared to (integer) constants in order to allow or disallow certain transitions. The behaviour of a TA may heavily depend on the exact values of the constants, and slight changes in any constant may give rise to very different behaviours. In many cases however, it may be desirable to optimise the values of some of the constants of the automaton, in order to exhibit better performances. The question can then be posed as follows: given a TA and some of its integer constants, does there exist other values of these constants for which the TA has the exact set of (untimed) behaviours? We call this problem the language-preservation problem.
A special case of this problem occurs naturally in recent approaches for dealing with robustness of timed automata [DWDMR08, San11, San13] . The question asked there is whether the behaviour of a timed automaton is preserved when the clock constraints are slightly (parametrically) enlarged. In most of those cases, the existence of a parametric enlargement for which the behaviours are the same as in the original TA has been proved decidable.
For the general problem however, the decidability status remains open. To the best of our knowledge, the only approach to this problem is a procedure (called the inverse method [ACEF09] ) to compute a dense set of parameter valuations around a reference valuation v 0 .
Parametric Timed Automata. In this paper, we address the language-preservation problem using Parametric Timed Automata (PTA) [AHV93] . A PTA is a TA in which some of the numerical constants in clock constraints are replaced by symbolic constants (a.k.a. parameters), whose value is not known a priori. The classical problem (sometimes called the EF-emptiness problem) in PTA asks whether a given target location of a PTA is reachable for some valuation of the parameter(s). This problem was proven undecidable in various settings: for integer parameter valuations [AHV93, BBLS15] , for bounded rational valuations [Mil00] , or with only strict constraints (no equality nor closed inequality) [Doy07] . The proofs of these results exist in many different flavours, with various bounds on the number of parameters and clocks needed in the reductions; in contrast, limiting the number of clocks (see e.g. [AHV93, BO14, BBLS15]) yields decidability (see [And19] for a survey).
The only non-trivial syntactic subclass of PTA with decidable EF-emptiness problem is the class of L/U-PTA [HRSV02] . These models have the following constraint: each parameter may only be used either always as a lower bound in the clock constraints, or always as an upper bound. For those models, the problems of the emptiness, universality and finiteness (for integer-valued parameters) of the set of parameters under which a target location is reachable, are decidable [HRSV02, BL09] . In contrast, the AF-emptiness problem ("does there exist a parameter valuation for which a given location is eventually visited along any run? ") is undecidable for L/U-PTA [JLR15] . The EG-emptiness problem ("does there exist a parameter valuation for which a maximal path remains permanently within a given set of locations? ") exhibits a thin border between decidability and undecidability: the problem is decidable if and only if (rational-valued) parameters are chosen in a closed interval [AL17a] . The full TCTL logic-emptiness ("does there exist a parameter valuation for which a given TCTL formula holds? ") is undecidable for the simpler class of U-PTA [ALR18] , where parameters can only be used as upper bounds in clock constraints.
Our Contributions. In this paper, we first prove that the language-preservation problem (and various related problems) is undecidable in most cases (including for L/U-PTA, or in the time-bounded setting). While it might not look surprising given the numerous undecidability results about PTA, it contrasts with the decidability results proved so far for robustness of TA. In the parametrized approaches to robustness (where the aim is to decide if the language of a timed automaton is preserved under a parametrized perturbation) [DWDMR08, San11, San13] , the use of the parameter is much more constrained than what we allow in this paper; this is what makes parametrized robustness analysis decidable.
We then devise a semi-algorithm that solves the language-and trace-preservation problems (and actually synthesizes all parameter valuations yielding the same untimed language (or trace) as a given reference valuation), in the setting of deterministic PTA. Finally, we study the decidability of these problems for subclasses of PTA: we prove decidability for PTA with a single clock, and for two subclasses of L/U-PTA with a single parameter.
Outline. Section 2 recalls the necessary preliminaries. Section 3 proves the undecidability of the problems in general. Section 4 introduces a correct semi-algorithm for the trace-and language-preservation synthesis. Section 5 considers the (un)decidability for subclasses of PTA. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Definitions 2.1. Constraints. We fix a finite set X = {x 1 , . . . , x H } set of real-valued variables (called clocks in the sequel). A clock valuation w is a function w : X → R ≥0 . We denote by 0 X the clock valuation assigning 0 to all clocks. We define two operations on clock valuations: for d ∈ R ≥0 and a clock valuation w, we let w+d be the valuation w ′ such that w ′ (x) = w(x)+d for all x ∈ X. Given a set R ⊆ X and a valuation w, we let w[R → 0] be the clock valuation w ′ such that w ′ (x) = 0 if x ∈ R, and w ′ (x) = w(x) otherwise.
We also fix a finite set P = {p 1 , . . . , p M } of rational-valued variables called parameters. A parameter valuation v is a function v : P → Q ≥0 . In the sequel, we will have to handle clocks and parameters together. A valuation is a function u : X ∪ P → R ≥0 such that u |X is a clock valuation and u |P is a parameter valuation.
An atomic constraint over X and P is an expression of the form either x ⊲⊳ p + c or x ⊲⊳ c or p ⊲⊳ c, where ⊲⊳ ∈ {<, ≤, =, ≥, >}, x ∈ X, p ∈ P and c ∈ Z. The symbols ⊤ and ⊥ are also special cases of atomic constraints. Notice that our constraints are a bit more general than in the setting of [AHV93] , where only atomic constraints of the form x ⊲⊳ p and x ⊲⊳ c (and ⊤ and ⊥) were allowed. A constraint over X and P is a conjunction of atomic constraints. An (atomic) diagonal constraint is a constraint of the form x − x ′ ⊲⊳ p + c or x − x ′ ⊲⊳ c, where x and x ′ are two clocks and ⊲⊳, p and c are as in plain atomic constraints. A generalized constraint over X and P is a conjunction of atomic constraints and atomic diagonal constraints. Remark 1. We mainly focus here on continuous time (where clock valuations take real values) and rational-valued parameters, as defined above. However, several of our results remain valid for discrete time (where clock valuations take integer values) and integer-valued parameters. We will mention it explicitly when such is the case.
A valuation u satisfies an atomic constraint ϕ : x ⊲⊳ p + c, which we denote u |= ϕ, whenever u(x) ⊲⊳ u(p) + c. The definition for other constraints is similar. All valuations satisfy ⊤, and none of them satisfies ⊥. A valuation u satisfies a constraint Φ, denoted u |= Φ if, and only if, it satisfies all the conjuncts of Φ. A constraint Φ is said to depend on D ⊆ X ∪P whenever for any two valuations u and u ′ such that
it holds u |= Φ if, and only if, u ′ |= Φ. A parameter constraint is a constraint that depends only on P .
Given a partial valuation u and a constraint Φ, we write u(Φ) for the constraint obtained by replacing each z in the domain dom(u) of u in Φ with u(z). The resulting constraint depends on (X ∪ P ) \ dom(u).
We denote by Φ↓ V the projection of constraint Φ onto V ⊆ X ∪ P , i.e. the constraint obtained by eliminating the variables not in V . Satisfaction of a projected constraint is defined as: v |= Φ↓ V if, and only if, there exists a valuation u on X ∪ P such that u |= Φ and u |V = v. In particular, we will be interested in the projection onto the set P of parameters. Such projections can be computed e.g. using Difference Bound Matrices (DBM) [BY03] , or Fourier-Motzkin elimination. We also define the time elapsing of Φ, denoted by Φ ↑ , as the generalized constraint over X and P obtained from Φ by delaying an arbitrary amount of time: v |= Φ ↑ if, and only if, there exists a valuation u on X ∪ P and a delay d ∈ R ≥0 such that u |= Φ and v |P = u |P and v |X = u |X + d. The time-elapsing of a constraint Φ is a classical computation using polyhedra or parametric extensions of DBM: it can be obtained by preserving all differences between any pair of clocks, preserving lower bounds, relaxing upper bounds on atomic (single-clock) constraints, and preserving all relations between parameters (and constants). Given R ⊆ X, we define the reset of Φ, denoted by [Φ] R , as the constraint over X and P obtained from Φ by resetting all clocks in R. Its satisfaction relation is defined as follows: v |= [Φ] R if, and only if, there exists a valuation u on X ∪ P such that u |= Φ and u |R = 0 R and u |(P ∪X\R) = v |(P ∪X\R) . This is again easily computed using polyhedra, DBM or Fourier-Motzkin elimination.
Example 2. Assume X = {x 1 , x 2 } be a set of clocks and P = {p 1 , p 2 } be a set of parameters. Consider the constraint (involving diagonal constraints) Φ defined by
(the fact that all variables are non-negative is left implicit here). Then, we have
In addition, resetting clock x 2 in Φ gives:
Finally, letting time elapse from valuations satisfying Φ gives:
2.2. Syntax of Parametric Timed Automata. Parametric timed automata are an extension of the class of timed automata to the parametric case, where parameters can be used within guards and invariants in place of constants [AHV93] .
Definition 3. A parametric timed automaton (PTA for short) is a tuple A = Σ, L, l init , X, P, I, → , where: Σ is a finite set of actions; L is a finite set of locations; l init ∈ L is the initial location; X is a finite set of clocks; P is a finite set of parameters; I assigns to every l ∈ L a constraint I(l), called the invariant of l; → is a finite set of edges (l, g, a, R, l ′ ), where l, l ′ ∈ L are the source and destination locations, g is a constraint (called guard of the transition), a ∈ Σ, and R ⊆ X is a set of clocks to be reset.
A PTA is deterministic if, for all l ∈ L, for all a ∈ Σ, there is at most one edge (l ′ , g, a ′ , R, l ′′ ) ∈ → with l ′ = l and a ′ = a. Note that this is a stronger assumption than the
press? x := 0 y = p 3 coffee! Figure 1 : An example of a coffee machine usual definition of determinism for TA, which only requires that, for a given action, guards must be mutually exclusive.
A clock is said to be parametric if it is compared with a parameter in at least one guard or invariant. Otherwise, it is non-parametric.
Example 4. The PTA in Fig. 1 has three locations, three parameters p 1 , p 2 , p 3 and two clocks x and y. Both clocks are parametric. This PTA is deterministic.
2.3. Semantics of Parametric Timed Automata. Given a PTA A = Σ, L, l init , X, P, I, → , and a parameter valuation v, v(A) denotes the automaton obtained from A by substituting every occurrence of a parameter p i by the constant v(p i ) in the guards and invariants. Then v(A) is a timed automaton [AD90] . The configurations of a timed automaton are the pairs (l, w) where l is a location and w is a clock valuation. Moving from one configuration to another one is allowed depending on the transitions of the PTA, which gives rise to an infinite-state transition system: Definition 5. Given a PTA A = Σ, L, l init , X, P, I, → , and a parameter valuation v, the semantics of v(A) is given by the timed transition system Q, q init , ⇒ where Q = {(l, w) ∈ L × (R ≥0 ) X | w(v(I(l))) evaluates to true} is the set of all valid configurations, with initial configuration q init = (l init , 0 X ), and ((l, w), (d, e), (l ′ , w ′ )) ∈ ⇒ whenever e is a transition
A run of a TA is a maximal sequence of consecutive transitions of the timed transition system associated with the TA. For the sake of readability, we usually write runs as s 0
With maximal, we mean that a run may only be finite if its last configuration has no outgoing transition. The timed word associated to a run
⇒ s m · · · is the (finite or infinite) sequence (d i , a i ) i such that for all i, a i is the action of edge e i . The corresponding untimed word is the word (a i ) i . The timed (resp. untimed) language of a TA A, denoted by Lang t (A) (resp. Lang u (A) ), is the set of timed (resp. untimed) words associated with runs of this automaton. Similarly, the untimed trace associated with the run s 0 Definition 6. A symbolic state of a PTA A is a pair (l, C) where l ∈ L is a location, and C is a generalized constraint.
Given a parameter valuation v, a symbolic state s = (l, C) is v-compatible if v |= C↓ P . The computation of the symbolic state space relies on the Succ operation. The initial symbolic state of A is s init = (l init , (X = 0) ↑ ∧ I(l init )). Given a symbolic state s = (l, C) and a transition e = (l, g, a, R, l ′ ), we let
(notice that this is a singleton or the empty set). For transitions e not originating from l, we let Succ e (s) = ∅. We then write Succ(s) = e∈→ Succ e (s). By extension, given a set S of symbolic states, Succ(S) = {s ′ | ∃s ∈ S s.t. s ′ ∈ Succ(s)}. Again, this gives rise to an infinite-state transition system, called the parametric zone graph later on. A symbolic run of a PTA from some symbolic state s 0 is a maximal alternating sequence s 0 e 0 s 1 e 1 · · · of symbolic states s i and edges e i such that s i+1 = Succ e i (s i ) for all i. Two runs are said equivalent when they correspond to the same sequences of edges (hence the same sequences of locations), but may visit different symbolic states. From now on, a symbolic run of a PTA A refers to a run starting from the initial symbolic state of A. By extension, a symbolic state of A is a state belonging to a symbolic run of A.
2.5. Problems. In this paper, we address the following two problems:
Definition 7. Given a PTA A and a parameter valuation v, • the language preservation problem asks whether there exists another parameter valuation v ′ giving rise to the same untimed language (i.e. such that Lang(v(A)) = Lang (v ′ (A)); • the trace preservation problem asks whether there exists another parameter valuation v ′ giving rise to the same set of traces (i.e. such that
The continuous versions of those problems additionally require that the language (resp. set of traces) is preserved under any other valuation of the form λ · v + (1 − λ) · v ′ , for λ ∈ [0, 1] (with the classical definition of addition and scalar multiplication).
Undecidability of the Preservation Problems in General
3.1. Undecidability of the Language Preservation Problem.
Theorem 8. The language preservation problem for PTA with one parameter is undecidable (both over discrete and continuous time, and for integer and rational parameter valuations).
Proof. The proof proceeds by a reduction from the halting problem for two-counter machines. We begin with reducing this problem into the classical problem of reachability emptiness ("EF-emptiness") in parametric timed automata, namely: "is the set of valuations of the parameters for which the target location is reachable empty? " We then extend the construction to our original problem.
Fix a deterministic two-counter machine M = S, T : such a machine is a finite-state transition system equipped with two counters c 1 and c 2 , initially set to zero. The transitions of a two-counter machine can be of two different forms:
• from state s i , increment c k and go to s j . Such a transition is denoted by (s i ; c k + +; s j ) in the sequel; • from state s i , if c k = 0 then go to s j , else decrement c k and go to s l . Such a transition is denoted (s i ; s j ; c k − −; s l ). In particular, both counters may only take nonnegative values.
The machine starts in state s 0 and halts when it reaches a particular state s halt . The halting problem for two-counter machines is undecidable [Min67] .
We encode the halting problem of two-counter machines into our problem for PTA. Given a two-counter machine M, we build a PTA whose runs encode the runs of M. Our PTA uses four clocks: clock t will serve as a tick (it will be reset exactly every p time units, where p is the parameter), and we will have a correspondence between a configuration of the timed automaton and a configuration of the two-counter machine every time t is reset; clocks x 1 and x 2 are used to store the values of counters c 1 and c 2 of M, with the correspondence x 1 = c 1 and x 2 = c 2 when t = 0; finally, clock z is used to count the number of steps of the two-counter machine that have been simulated during a computation; this is where our construction differs from the classical ones (e.g. [AHV93, JLR15, BBLS15]), as we use the parameter p to bound the length (number of steps) of the computations of M. Notice that p is thus also an upper bound on the values of both c 1 and c 2 .
The parametric timed automaton A associated with M is defined as follows: • its set of locations has three copies of the set S of states of M: for each s ∈ S, there is a main location with the same name s, and two intermediary locations named s, s; • each location of A has invariants requiring all clocks to never exceed p; all intermediary locations carry two self-loops, resetting clocks x 1 and x 2 when they reach value p. Additionally, locations s have a self-loop resetting t when it reaches p, and locations s have a self-loop resetting z when it reaches p. The rough intuition is as follows: the total time elapsed between two consecutive main locations will be p. If in the meantime we reset each clock exactly when it reaches value p (which is the role of the self-loops), then the values encoded by the clocks is unchanged. By resetting some clock one time unit earlier or later, we can encode an increment or decrement of the associated counter.
More precisely, each transition in M gives rise to several transitions in A: -first, for each main location s, there is a transition from s to s guarded with t = p and resetting t, and a transition from s to s, guarded with z = p − 1 and resetting z; this encodes incrementation of z; -then, for transitions of M of the form (s i ; c k + +; s j ), there is a transition from s i to s j guarded with x k = p − 1 and resetting x k ; For transitions of the form (s i ; s j ; c k − −; s l ), there are two transitions from s i : one is guarded with t = 0 ∧ x k = 0, thereby testing that the counter encoded by x k equals 0; this transitions goes to location s j . The second transition 1 is guarded with t = 1 ∧ x k = 1; it resets clock x k and goes to s l . Correctness of this construction is expressed as follows:
Lemma 9. The two-counter machine M has a halting computation from (s 0 , (c 1 = 0, c 2 = 0)) if, and only if, there is a run in v(A) reaching the corresponding location s halt from the initial configuration (s 0 , (t = 0,
Moreover, if M has no halting computations, then for any v, v(A) eventually reaches a deadlock.
Proof. We prove that the modules for incrementing and decrementing counters correctly implement these operations, as long as z is small enough. Precisely:
• assume that the PTA is in configuration (s i , (t = 0, x 1 = x 0 1 , x 2 = x 0 2 , z = z 0 )) when entering the module encoding transition (s i , c 1 + +, s j ) incrementing c 1 . Assume that max(x 0 1 , x 0 2 ) ≤ z 0 < p (and t = 0) when entering that module (which is true initially, and we will prove is preserved when entering the next module). Because clock z cannot be reset in s i , at most p time unit can elapse in that location; similarly in s j . Hence either the automaton reaches location s j , or it ends up in a deadlock. If the automaton reaches s j , then the total time elapsed along this run will be either p or 2 · p, because clock t is initially zero and it equals p at the end of the run; it may have been reset once in the meantime in s i , when its value was exactly p. Each resetting self-loop amounts to decrementing the value of its associated clock by p, since it tests if the clock equals p and resets it to zero. Hence the final value of x 2 is unchanged. The transition from s i to s i amounts to decreasing clock z by p − 1; all other transitions preserve the value of clock z modulo p, so that in the end the value of z is augmented by 1. The same argument applies to x 1 . In the end, if the module is eventually exited, the automaton reaches configuration (s j , (t = 0, x 1 = x 0 1 + 1, x 2 = x 0 2 , z = z 0 + 1)), as expected. Conversely, assuming that max(x 0 1 , x 0 2 ) ≤ z 0 ≤ p − 1 (and t = 0) when entering that module, then there is a path from (s i , (t = 0, 
can not be exited, and the automaton ends in a deadlock.
The case of incrementation of c 2 is symmetric.
• similarly, assume that the PTA is in configuration (s i , (t = 0, x 1 = x 0 1 , x 2 = x 0 2 , z = z 0 )) when entering the module decrementing c 1 . Then counter c 1 equals zero if, and only if, it holds x 0 1 = 0 when t = 0. In that case, the automaton can only proceed to s j : if that location is ever reached, again the total time elapsed will be an integer multiple of p, and by a similar analysis as above, we get that the automaton will reach configuration (s j , (t = 0,
. On the other hand, if counter c 1 is not zero, i.e., if x 1 is not zero (nor p) when t = 0, then the automaton can only reach location s l . With a similar argument as above, we obtain that the automaton will then reach configuration (s l , (t = 0,
Conversely, if max(x 0 1 , x 0 2 ) ≤ z 0 ≤ p − 1 (and t = 0) when entering this module, then in both cases (c 1 = 0 and c 1 > 0) there is a path to the corresponding exit configuration in that module. If on the other hand z 0 > p − 1, then s i can not be left. Finally, the case of decrementation of c 2 is symmetric.
From these results, we obtain the fact that if there is a run to location s halt (for some value of p), then it corresponds to a valid halting run of the two-counter machine; conversely, if the two-counter machine has a halting run of length n, then for v(p) = n + 1, we can build a run in v(A) reaching location s halt . Finally, if the two-counter machine has no halting computation, then eventually the value of clock z will exceed p − 1 when entering a module, which will result in a deadlock.
We now explain how to adapt this construction to the language preservation problem. The idea is depicted on Fig. 3 (where all transitions are labeled with the same letter a): when v(p) = 0, the automaton accepts the untimed language {a ω }. Notice that the guard p = 0 in the automaton can be encoded by requiring t = 0 ∧ t = p. On the other hand, when v(p) > 0, we have to enter the main part of the automaton A, and mimic the two-counter machine. From our construction above, if the run of the two-counter machine is halting run, then for some value v(p), location s halt , and then s ∞ , will be reached, and the untimed language will be the same as when v(p) = 0. Conversely, if the two-counter machine does not halt, then for any value of v(p), the automaton will reach a deadlock, and it will not accept a ω .
Finally, notice that our reduction is readily adapted to the discrete-time setting, and/or to integer-valued parameters.
Remark 10. Our construction uses both p and p − 1 in the clock constraints, as well as parametric constraints p = 0 and p > 0. This was not allowed in [AHV93] (where three different parameters were needed to compare the clocks with p, p − 1 and p + 1). Our construction could be adapted to only allow comparisons with p − 1 (hence to use only one parameter), while keeping the number of clocks unchanged:
• the parametric constraints p = 0 and p > 0 could be respectively encoded as (t = p) ∧(t = 0) and (t < p) ∧(t = 0); • transitions guarded by x = p (which always reset the corresponding clock x) would then be encoded by a first transition with x = p − 1 resetting x and moving to a copy of A where we remember that the value of x should be shifted up by p − 1. All locations have invariant x ≤ 1, and transitions guarded with x = 1, resetting x and returning to the main copy of A. The same can be achieved for the other clocks, even if it means duplicating A several times (twice for each clock).
Let us now show that this undecidability result is robust w.r.t. some variations in the definition of the problem.
Proposition 11. Given a PTA A and a parameter valuation v, the existence of a valuation v ′ = v such that the language of v ′ (A) is a strict subset of that of v(A) is undecidable (similarly for non-strict subset, and for strict and non-strict superset).
Proof. We show that all four problems are undecidable: ⊆ The result follows directly from the encoding in Fig. 3 : if the two-counter machine halts, then the untimed language is a ω for some positive value of p, as well as for p = 0. If it does not halt, then the untimed language is made of finite words only when p > 0. Consider again the encoding in Fig. 3 : add a transition from the initial location to a new location guarded with p = 0, and this time labeled with action b (recall that all other transitions are labeled with a). With this new transition, the untimed language for p = 0 becomes {a ω , b}. Now, if the two-counter machine halts, for some positive value of the parameter, the untimed language of the automaton is {a ω }, which is a strict subset of the language of the automaton for p = 0. On the other hand, if the machine does not halt, then for any positive parameter valuation, the automaton reaches a deadlock, hence its untimed language is a (non-empty) set of finite words in a + (recall that a + denotes the set of all words made of an arbitrary number of as strictly greater than 0), and it is not a subset of {a ω , b}. ⊇ Same argument as for ⊆.
We use a reasoning dual to the case: add a transition from the initial location to a new location guarded with p > 0, labeled with action b. Then for p = 0, the untimed language still is {a ω }. Then if the two-counter machine halts, then for some positive value of p, the untimed language is {a ω , b}; if the machine does not halt, the language contains a finite word in a + , whatever the (positive) value of p.
We considered so far a definition of the untimed language as the set of untimed words associated with maximal runs, i.e. runs that are either infinite or blocking. An alternative definition of the untimed language could be the set of untimed words associated with all finite runs (non-necessarily maximal); note that this definition yields an untimed language that is prefix-closed. We prove that all results above (i.e. Theorem 8 and Proposition 11) extend to this alternative definition. We first consider the equality of language, and then the four variations of the problem, with (strict) inclusion instead of equality of the set of untimed words.
Proposition 12. Given a PTA A and a parameter valuation v, the problems of the existence of a valuation v ′ = v such that the set of non-necessarily maximal finite untimed words of v ′ (A) is equal to, strictly included in, included in or equal to, larger than or equal to, or strictly larger than that of v(A), respectively, are undecidable.
Proof. We begin with handling untimed-language equality, again relying on the encoding in Fig. 3 . For p = 0, the untimed language is a + . For p > 0 if the two-counter machine does not halt, recall that any run will eventually reach a deadlock (for any positive value of p), yielding a ≤N = {a k | 0 ≤ k ≤ N } (for some strictly positive N ∈ N depending on the value of p) as the untimed language. On the other hand, if the machine halts, then for some value of p, the automaton has an infinite run, and the untimed language is a + .
This gives that there exists a parameter valuation p > 0 with the same set of nonnecessarily maximal finite untimed words as for p = 0 if, and only if, the two-counter machine halts.
We now prove the results for inclusion relations: ⊇ The argument for language equality above also applies in this case. ⊆ We modify the construction to prove this case: from each main location s i of the automaton, we add a transition labeled with b and guarded by t = 0 ∧ z = p: this transition can only be taken after p steps of the two-counter machine have been simulated. Then if the two-counter machine does not halt, for any positive value of p, the language contains at least one word that contains a b, hence it cannot be included in the language for p = 0; on the other hand, it the two-counter machine halts, then for some positive value of p both languages are the same (hence the inclusion holds).
As for the same case in the proof of Prop. 11, it suffices to modify the automaton in order to add an extra word (e.g. b) when p = 0. ⊇ Similarly, it suffices to add one word to the language for any positive valuation of p.
3.2. Undecidability of the Trace Preservation Problem. In this section, we provide two proofs of the following result:
Theorem 13. The trace-preservation problem for PTA with one parameter is undecidable.
We propose two different proofs of this result: (1) the first proof (Section 3.2.1) is by a generic transformation of (parametric) timed automata without zero-delay cycle into one-location timed automata; the transformation involves diagonal constraints, uses an unbounded number of clocks, but does not increase the number of parametric clocks; (2) the second proof (Section 3.2.2) does not involve diagonal constraints. It involves eight locations, but with an unbounded number of transitions and an unbounded number of parametric clocks.
3.2.1. Encoding timed automata into one-location timed automata. Our first proof relies on the encoding of TA (with the restriction that no sequence of more than k transitions may occur in zero delay, for some k; equivalently, those timed automata may not contain zero-delay cycles) into an equivalent TA with a single location; this reduction uses k × |L| additional clocks (where |L| denotes the number of locations of A) and requires diagonal constraints, i.e. constraints comparing clocks with each other (of the form x 1 − x 2 ⊲⊳ c).
This result extends to PTA (provided that k does not depend on the value of the parameters), and the additional clocks are non-parametric. Using this reduction, the undecidability of the language preservation (Theorem 8) trivially extends to trace preservation. Let us first show the generic result for TA. Proposition 14. Let A be a TA in which any run starts with a positive delay, and such that for some k, no sequence of more than k transitions can occur in zero delay. Then there exists an equivalent TA A ′ with only one location and k × |A| + 2 additional clocks, such that the timed languages of A and A ′ are the same.
Proof. We begin with the intuition behind our construction: each location ℓ of the automaton A is encoded using an extra clock x ℓ , with the following property: when location ℓ is entered in the original automaton, the associated clock x ℓ is reset in the one-location automaton. An extra clock x 0 is reset along each transition. This way, when the automaton is visiting ℓ, it holds x ℓ − x 0 = 0. However, the converse does not hold, because several transitions may be taken in zero delay.
To overcome this difficulty, we use k + 1 copies of x ℓ , numbered x 0 ℓ to x k ℓ . In the encoding, each transition t = (ℓ, g, a, R, ℓ ′ ) is encoded as several self-loops on the single location of A ′ : for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, one self-loop encodes the effect of taking transition t as the i-th transition in a sequence of zero-delay transitions; additionally, one transition encodes the effect of taking t right after a positive delay. Formally: • for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, one self-loop is guarded with the conjunction of g and
The first part of the latter constraint imposes that x 0 = 0, hence no delay may have elapsed since the previous transition. The second part of the constraint characterizes that a sequence of exactly i zero-delay transitions has been taken, and has reached location ℓ. In order to encode the effect of transition t, the self-loop carrying this guard is labeled with a, and resets the clocks in R and x i ℓ ′ (no need to reset x 0 as it is already zero).
• the last self-loop corresponds to transition t right after a positive delay; it is guarded with the conjunction of the guard g and of the constraint
Indeed, after a sequence of i zero-delay transitions (preceded by a non-zero-delay transition), it holds x i+1 ℓ − x 0 > 0 for all ℓ, and only the location ℓ reached at the end of the sequence satisfies x i ℓ = x 0 . This self-loop is labeled with a, and resets the clocks in R as well as x 0 and x 0 ℓ ′ .
We require, for the time being, that initially all clocks have positive values, except for x 0 and x 0 ℓ 0 . In that case, there is a one-to-one correspondence between runs in A (never involving more than k consecutive transitions in zero delay) and those in A ′ , so that both automata accept the same timed language.
Setting a special initial configuration is required for our encoding to be correct. The extra requirement that any run in A has to begin with a positive delay allows us to circumvent this problem: we add an extra clock x 1 , which will never be reset (hence we have x 0 = x 1 only for the first transition); all transitions (ℓ 0 , g, a, R, ℓ ′ ) from the initial location of the original automaton then give rise to a self-loop in the one-location automaton, guarded with g ∧ x 0 > 0 ∧ x 0 = x 1 , labeled with a and resetting x 0 , x 0 ℓ ′ , and the clocks in R. The above transformation can obviously be applied to PTA, with the property that the timed language is preserved for any valuation of the parameters. Proposition 14 can be extended to PTA as follows:
Proposition 15. Let A be a PTA for which there exists an integer k such that, for any parameter value, all runs start with a positive delay, and no sequence of more than k transitions occurs in zero delay. Then there exists an equivalent PTA A ′ with only one location and k×|A|+2 additional clocks such that for any parameter valuation v, the timed languages of v(A) and v(A ′ ) coincide.
We slightly modify the PTA built in the proof of Theorem 8 (see Fig. 3 ) so that we can apply the transformation above: for this, we add a new location before s init (so as to enforce a positive initial delay), and we constrain the self-loop on s ∞ so that some time elapses between consecutive occurrences. Now, the resulting one-location PTA uses only one letter, so that its untimed language corresponds to its set of untimed traces. This proves our result.
As a remark, let us show that in the general case, deciding whether a given PTA contains no reachable zero-delay cycles, for some valuation of the parameters, is undecidable.
Theorem 16. The existence of a parameter valuation v in a PTA A such that v(A) contains no reachable zero-delay cycle is undecidable.
Proof. Consider the two-counter machine encoding for the EF-emptiness problem in the proof of Theorem 8. It relies on the fact that the values of the counters are encoded modulo p, and that we can always find a big enough value of p to correctly encode an halting execution. We can therefore exclude values 0 and 1 from the possible values of p without changing anything in the proof. To do so we need only change the initial location to a fresh one and a transition form the new initial location to the former with guard x = p ∧ x ≥ 2, that resets all the clocks. Now, when p ≥ 2, it is easily seen that all gadgets take at least 1 time unit to be traversed. So, if we add a self-loop with guard true to the location encoding the halting state, then there exists a parameter valuation v such that there is a reachable zero-delay cycle in v(A) if, and only if, the two-counter machine halts.
Knowing whether a PTA contains a zero-delay cycle for all parameter valuations is also undecidable: the construction above can be lifted to the undecidability proof for EFuniversality found in [ALR16, Theorem 7].
3.2.2.
Proof with bounded number of locations. We propose a second proof, where we avoid the use of diagonal constraints, at the expense of using unboundedly many parametric clocks. This proof follows the reduction of the proof of Theorem 8, but with only eight locations: one location is used to initialize the computation, and the other seven locations are then visited iteratively, in order to first update the information about the counters and then about the state of the two-counter machine. The location of the machine is then stored using as many clocks as the number of locations of the machine: the clock with least value (less than or equal to p) corresponds to the current location.
From a deterministic two-counter machine M with n states, we build a PTA with n + 4 (parametric) clocks: n clocks q 1 to q n are used to store the current location of M (the only clock with value less than or equal to the value of the parameter p corresponds to the current state of M), two clocks x 1 and x 2 store the values of the two counters, clock t measures periods of p time units, and an extra clock r stores temporary information along the run. Intuitively, the PTA cycles between two main locations s 1 and t 1 , each round in the cycle encoding the application of a transition of the two-counter machine (see Fig. 4 Figure 4: Encoding a two-counter machine (only one transition from q i , testing and possibly decrementing clock x 2 , has been encoded; the other transitions would add more transitions between s 2 and s 4 ). The module has two branches, going either through s 3 or s ′ 3 , depending on the relative values of x 1 and x 2 . Clock r is used to keep track whether the counter is zero.
More precisely, after spending p + 1 time units in the initial location of the PTA (not displayed on Fig. 4) , we take a transition resetting clocks q 1 , x 1 , x 2 , r and t. This sets the initial configuration for starting the simulation of the two-counter machine. The PTA then cycles between two modules. The first module (depicted on Fig. 4 ) is used to update the values of the clocks encoding the counters: depending on the instruction to perform (which only depends on the state of the two-counter machine, as it is deterministic), it first tests (between s 1 and s 2 ) whether the clock (x 1 or x 2 ) encoding the counter to be updated by the transition is zero, and resets clock r if needed (in order to remind that piece of information). It then updates the clock depending on the transition of M. It also has to reset the other, non-updated clock when it reaches p; this may occur before or after the reset of the clock being updated, hence the two branches in the module. Finally, the module has a transition to its last location t 1 , available when t = p.
Figure 5: Encoding incrementation with a rational parameter From location t 1 , a second module updates the values of clocks q i depending on the transition to be performed in M. It suffices to reset the clock q j corresponding to the new location (while t = 0, and using the value of clocks q i and r to get the next location to be visited; notice that this gives sufficient information since we assume that our two-counter machine is deterministic). The automaton then returns to s 1 after letting p time unit elapse, and resetting t and q j whose values equal p.
This is a direct encoding of a two-counter machine as a PTA. It can easily be adapted to follow the reduction scheme of Theorem 8, which entails our result. Notice that by adding two extra clocks and two intermediary locations, we can get rid of comparisons with p − 1 and p + 1, in order to use only constraints of the form x ∼ p (see Remark 10).
3.3. Undecidability of the Robust Language-Preservation Problem. The robust language-preservation problem extends the discrete one by additionally requiring that the language is preserved on a "line" of valuations originating from the reference valuation. This is not the case of our previous proofs, which require a single parameter valuation for the reduction to be correct. In this section, we depart from the "discrete" setting of the previous section, and use rational-valued parameters and the full power of real-valued clocks.
Theorem 17. The robust language-preservation problem for PTA with one (possibly bounded) parameter is undecidable.
Proof. We begin by recalling from [ALR16] a reduction of the halting problem for counter machines to the EF-emptiness problem for 1-parameter PTA. The proof is then adapted to the language-preservation problem in the same way as for the proof of Theorem 13.
The encoding of the two-counter machine is as follows: it uses one rational-valued parameter p, one clock t to tick every time unit, and two parametric clocks x 1 and x 2 for storing the values of the counters c 1 and c 2 , with x i = 1 − p · c i whenever t = 0.
An initial transition is used to initialize the values of x 1 and x 2 to 1, while it sets t to zero. It also checks that the value of p is in (0, 1). Zero-tests are easily encoded by checking whether x i = 1 while t = 0. Incrementation is achieved by resetting clock x i when it reaches 1 + p, while the other clocks are reset when they reach 1 (see Fig. 5 ). This way, exactly one time unit elapses in this module, and clock x i is decreased by p, which corresponds to incrementing c i . In Fig. 5 , the upper branch corresponds to the case when c 1 + 1 ≤ c 2 and the lower branch to the case when c 2 ≤ c 1 + 1. When both values are equal, both branches can be taken, with the same effect. Decrementing is handled similarly. Finally, notice that the use of the constraint x i = 1+ p can be easily avoided, at the expense of an extra clock.
One easily proves that if a (deterministic) two-counter machine M halts, then by writing P for the maximal counter value reached during its finite computation, the PTA above has a path to the halting location as soon as 0 < p ≤ 1/P . Conversely, assume that the machine does not halt, and fix a parameter value 0 < p < 1. If some counter of the machine eventually exceeds 1/p, then at that moment in the corresponding execution in the associated PTA, the value of t when x i = 1 + p will be larger than 1, and the automaton will be in a deadlock. If the counters remain bounded below 1/p, then the execution of the two-counter machine will be simulated correctly, and the halting state will not be reached.
We now adapt this construction to our language preservation problem. We have to forbid the infinite non-halting run mentioned above. For this, we add a third counter, which will be incremented every other step of the resulting three-counter machine, in the very same way as in the proof of Theorem 13. We then have the property that if M does not halt, the simulation in the associated PTA will be finite, for all non-zero parameter valuation. Adding locations s init and s ∞ as in Fig. 3 , we get the result that the two-counter machine M halts if, and only if, there is a parameter value v 0 (p) > 0 such that all values v(p) between 0 and v 0 (p) give rise to timed automata v(A) accepting the same language as for v 0 (p) = 0.
Finally, we notice that this reduction works even if we impose a positive upper bound on p (typically 1).
Undecidability of the Robust Trace Preservation Problem. Combining Theorem 17 and the arguments of Section 3.2, we get:
Theorem 18. The robust trace-preservation problem is undecidable for PTA with one (possibly bounded) parameter.
Both proofs developed in Section 3.2 can be applied here:
• the first proof, using diagonal constraints (Section 3.2.1), applies as the PTA built above does not contain zero-delay cycles; • the second proof (Section 3.2.2) also applies, by using one clock s i per location ℓ i of the two-counter machine with the encoding that the clock corresponding to the current location ℓ i is the only clock s i with value less than or equal to 1. Notice that we keep a bounded number of locations in that case.
3.5. Undecidability over Bounded Time. Let us now consider decision problems over bounded time, i.e. when the property must additionally be satisfied within T time units, for a given constant T ≥ 0, and the system can thus be studied only inside that time frame. We first prove that the EF-emptiness problem is undecidable for PTA with three clocks and two rational-valued parameters, over bounded (dense) time. This result was already mentioned in [Jov13] ; however, we provide here a full (and different) proof. Most importantly, this result will then be used to prove the undecidability of the problems considered earlier in this section in the time-bounded setting too.
Theorem 19. The EF-emptiness problem is undecidable over bounded time for PTA with three clocks and two parameters.
Proof. We reduce from the halting of a two-counter machine. Let us reuse the encoding of the proof of Theorem 17, and modify it as follows: Figure 7: Encoding decrementation with rational parameters over bounded time
• The system is studied over 1 time unit (i.e. T = 1);
• We rename p into p 2 ;
• We replace any occurrence of "1" with a new parameter p 1 ; intuitively, this parameter will be small enough (compared to 1) to encode the length of the execution of the machine; in addition, p 1 must be sufficiently large when compared to p 2 , so that p 2 can encode the maximum value of the counters. With our variables replacing, when t = 0, we now have the encoding x i = p 1 − p 2 · c i . For any positive valuation of p 2 , the maximum value of the counter that our encoding can support therefore becomes p 1 /p 2 . We give the modified increment gadget in Fig. 6 and the decrement gadget in Fig. 7 . The increment gadget requires p 1 time units to be traversed, and the decrement gadget requires p 1 + p 2 time units. The zero-test gadget (which requires 0 time unit in Theorem 17) is modified in an appropriate manner to require p 1 time units (see Fig. 8 ). Now, since any gadget requires at least p 1 time units, it is clear that, for any value of p 1 > 0, the number of operations that the machine can perform is finite, since the system executes over 1 time unit.
The initial gadget constrains p 1 to be strictly positive, and ensures that x 1 = x 2 = 1 while t = 0. In the gadget for incrementation, the upper branch corresponds to the case when c 1 + 1 ≤ c 2 and the lower branch to c 2 ≤ c 1 + 1. Similarly, in the decrementation gadget, the upper branch corresponds to c 1 ≤ c 2 + 1 and the lower branch to c 2 + 1 ≤ c 1 . Finally, in the zero-test gadget, the upper branch corresponds to c 1 ≤ c 2 and the lower branch to c 2 ≤ c 1 . In all these cases when both values are equal, both branches can be taken, with the same effect.
Let us prove that there exists a run reaching s halt in at most 1 time unit if, and only if, the two-counter machine halts.
(1) Assume that the machine does not halt. If p 1 ≤ 0 then the initial gadget cannot be traversed. Now consider p 1 > 0. In this case, whatever the value of the parameters, after a maximum number of steps (at most Following a similar reasoning, we can also show the undecidability of all the other problems considered in this section in the time-bounded setting.
Remark 21. Our undecidability results can be put into perspective with the decidability results for the larger class of hybrid automata of [BDG + 13]. In [BDG + 13], time-bounded reachability is proved decidable for a subclass of hybrid automata with monotonic (either non-negative or non-positive) rates: parametric timed automata can fit into this framework: clocks and parameters all have non-negative rates (1 for clocks, and 0 for parameters), with the exception of the initialization phase: in that phase, we let time elapse until the parameters (growing at rate 1) reach their value, and then set their rates to 0; we then reset all clocks and start the real execution of the automaton. However, to compare clocks and parameters together in a hybrid automaton, one needs diagonal constraints-which are not allowed in [BDG + 13]. As we showed that our undecidability results (notably Theorem 19) hold over bounded-time with only two parameters, one can revisit the result of [BDG + 13] as follows: allowing only two variables (our parameters) in diagonal constraints, with only two locations with a non-zero rate (the initialization locations for these parameters) makes the decidable problem of [BDG + 13] undecidable.
Algorithm 1: TPSynth(A, v)
input : PTA A, parameter valuation v output : Constraint K over the parameters
A Semi-Algorithm for the Trace Preservation Synthesis
In this section, we propose a semi-algorithm that solves the following parameter-synthesis problem: "given a PTA A and a parameter valuation v, synthesize parameter valuations that yield the same language (or trace set) as v". The inverse method proposed in [ACEF09] outputs a parameter constraint that is a correct but incomplete answer to the trace-preservation problem. Below, we rewrite this algorithm so that, whenever it terminates, it outputs a correct answer for any PTA, and a complete answer for deterministic PTA.
4.1. The Algorithm TPSynth. We give TPSynth(A, v) in Algorithm 1. TPSynth maintains two constraints: K good is the intersection of the parameter constraints associated with the v-compatible symbolic states met, whereas K bad is the union 2 of the parameter constraints associated with all v-incompatible symbolic states. TPSynth also maintains two sets of symbolic states, viz. the set S of all symbolic states met, and the set S new of symbolic states met at the latest iteration of the while loop. TPSynth is a breadth-first search algorithm, that iteratively explores the symbolic state space. Whenever a new symbolic state is met, its v-compatibility is checked (line 4). If it is v-compatible, its projection onto the parameters is added to K good (line 4). Otherwise, its projection onto the parameters is added to K bad (line 5), and the symbolic state is discarded from S new (line 5), i.e. its successors will not be explored. When no new symbolic states can be explored, i.e. the set S new is either empty or contains only symbolic states explored earlier (line 6), the intersection of v-compatible parametric constraints and the negation of the v-incompatible parametric constraints is returned (line 6). Otherwise, the algorithm explores one step further in depth (line 7). TPSynth is implemented in the IMITATOR software [AFKS12] .
4.2. Soundness of TPSynth. Theorem 22 states that, in case TPSynth(A, v) terminates, its result is correct. Let us prove Theorem 22 in the following. We first recall below a useful result stating that the projection onto the parameters of a constraint can only become more strict along a run.
Lemma 23. Let A be a PTA, and let ρ be a run of A reaching (l, C). Then, for any successor (l ′ , C ′ ) of (l, C), we have C ′ ↓ P ⊆ C↓ P .
Proof. Let (l, C) be a symbolic state. Let e = (l, g, a, R, l ′ ) be a transition. Let (l ′ , C ′ ) be the successor of (l, C) via e. Recall that, from the definition of the symbolic semantics, Proof. By construction, all constraints added to K good are v-compatible, hence their intersection is v-compatible. By construction, all constraints added to K bad are v-incompatible, hence their union is v-incompatible; hence the negation of their union is v-compatible. This gives that v |= K good ∧ ¬K bad , thus v |= K.
Lemma 27. Let A be a PTA, let v be a parameter valuation. Assume TPSynth(A, v) terminates with constraint K. Then for all v ′ |= K, we have Traces(v ′ (A)) = Traces(v(A)).
, reaching a symbolic state (l, w ′ ). From Proposition 25, there exists an equivalent run in A reaching a symbolic state (l, C ′ ), with v ′ |= C ′ ↓ P . We will now prove by reductio ad absurdum that v |= C ′ ↓ P . Assume v |= C ′ ↓ P . Hence (l, C ′ ) is either a v-incompatible symbolic state met in TPSynth (A, v) , or the successor of some v-incompatible symbolic state met in TPSynth(A, v).
(1) Assume (l, C ′ ) is a v-incompatible symbolic state met in TPSynth(A, v). By construction, C ′ ↓ P has been added to K bad (line 5 in Algorithm 1), hence
belongs to some path starting from a v-incompatible symbolic state (l ′′ , C ′′ ) met in TPSynth(A, v). From Lemma 23, C ′ ↓ P ⊆ C ′′ ↓ P , and hence
then we apply the same reasoning as above to prove that K ∩ C ′ ↓ P = ∅, which contradicts that v ′ |= K. The result comes from the fact that, in a deterministic (P)TA, the equality of trace sets implies the equivalence of runs. Hence we can prove a stronger result, that is TPSynth(A, v) = TPSynth(A, v ′ ). Indeed, TPSynth(A, v ′ ) proceeds by exploring symbolic states similarly to TPSynth(A, v). From Proposition 24, the v-incompatible and v-compatible symbolic states met in TPSynth(A, v ′ ) will be the same as in TPSynth(A, v), and hence the constraints K good and K bad will be the same too. Hence TPSynth(A, v) = TPSynth(A, v ′ ), which trivially gives that v ′ |= TPSynth(A, v).
Remark 29. The incompleteness of TPSynth for nondeterministic PTA is easily seen: Consider the PTA A in Fig. 9 . Clearly, the upper transition from l 0 to l 1 can only be taken if p ≤ 1, and the lower transition if p > 1. Consider the valuation v assigning 0 to p.
Running TPSynth(A, v), we get two symbolic states corresponding to l 1 : • From the upper transition, we get (l 1 , x ≥ 1 ∧ p ≤ 1): this symbolic state is v-compatible; K good is thus updated to the projection of this symbolic state onto P , i.e. K good = p ≤ 1.
• From the lower transition, we get (l 1 , x ≥ 1 ∧ p > 1): this symbolic state is v-incompatible, and therefore K bad is updated to p > 1. Eventually, K good ∧ ¬K bad is returned, that is p ≤ 1 ∧ ¬(p > 1) which gives p ≤ 1. However, the trace (l 0 , a, l 1 ) is in fact possible for any parameter valuation p ≥ 0, and therefore the result output by TPSynth (A, v) is not complete.
Figure 9: Non-deterministic PTA for which TPSynth is not complete
Decidability Results for Subclasses of PTA
In this section, we first prove the finiteness of the parametric zone graph of 1-clock PTA over both discrete and rational time (Section 5.1). We then study the (un)decidability of the language and trace preservation emptiness problems for deterministic 1-clock PTA (Section 5.2), L/U-PTA (Section 5.3) and deterministic 1-parameter L-PTA and U-PTA (Section 5.4).
5.1. 1-Clock PTA. In this section, we restrict the number of clocks of a PTA, without any restriction on the number of parameters. In fact, we even slightly extend the definition of PTA, by allowing parametric linear terms in guards and invariants.
Definition 30 (1-clock PTA). An extended 1-clock PTA (1cPTA for short) is a PTA with only one clock and possibly several parameters, and allowing guards and invariants of the form x ⊲⊳ i α i p i + c, with p i ∈ P and α i , c ∈ Z.
We show below that the parametric zone graph for 1cPTA is finite. In [AHV93] , it is shown that the set of parameters for which there exists a run that can reach a given location can be computed for PTA over discrete time with only one parametric clock and arbitrarily many non-parametric clocks. Here, we lift the assumption of discrete time, we allow more general guards and invariants, and the finiteness of the parametric zone graph allows to synthesize valuations for more complex properties than pure reachability; however, we only consider a single (parametric) clock. Adding non-parametric clocks in this setting (perhaps reusing a construction used in [BBLS15] ) is the subject of future work.
Definition 31. Given a 1cPTA A, a 1-clock symbolic constraint is a constraint over X ∪P of the form i (lt i ⊲⊳ x) ∧ j (lt Lemma 32. Let A be a 1cPTA. Let (l, C) be a reachable symbolic state of A. Then C ∈ 1CSC(A).
Proof. By induction on the length of the runs. Base case: A run of length 0 consists of the sole initial symbolic state. According to the semantics of PTA, this symbolic state is (l init , C init ), where C init is (X = 0) ↑ ∧ I(l init ), i.e.
x ≥ 0 ∧ I(l init ). From Definition 30, I(l init ) is of the form i lt i ⊲⊳ x, with lt i parametric linear terms of A, hence I(l init ) ∈ 1CSC(A). Furthermore, x ≥ 0 obviously belongs to 1CSC(A). Hence the initial constraint belongs to 1CSC(A). Induction step: Consider a run of length n reaching the symbolic state (l, C), and assume C is of the form
Let (l ′ , C ′ ) be a successor of (l, C) through the Succ operation, for some edge (l, g, a, R, l ′ ).
. Let us the consider the different operations sequentially.
Guard: From Definition 30, a guard is of the form x ⊲⊳ i α i p i + c, with p i ∈ P and α i ∈ Z; hence g ∈ 1CSC(A). Since C ∈ 1CSC(A) by induction hypothesis, then C ∧ g ∈ 1CSC(A). Reset: Then, [(C ∧ g)] R is equivalent to removing x in C ∧ g (using variable elimination technique such as Fourier-Motzkin) and adding a fresh equality x = 0. The elimination of x will leave the set of parametric inequalities (i.e. j lt 1 j ⊲⊳ lt 2 j ) unchanged. As for the inequalities containing x (i.e. i lt i ⊲⊳ x), the elimination of x will lead to the disappearance of some of the lt i , as well as the creation of new inequalities of the form lt i ⊲⊳ lt i ′ , which will be added to the set of parametric inequalities (see, e.g. 
Hence, C ′ ∈ 1CSC(A).
Theorem 33. The parametric zone graph of a 1cPTA is finite.
Proof. From Lemma 32, each symbolic state of a 1cPTA A belongs to 1CSC(A). Due to the finite number of linear terms in the guards and invariants in A and the finite number of locations of A, there is a finite number of possible symbolic states reachable in A.
Let us compute below an upper bound on the size of this symbolic graph. In the following, |LT | denotes the number of different parametric linear terms (i.e. the number of guards and invariants) used in A.
Proposition 34. The parametric zone graph of a 1cPTA is in |L| × 2 |LT |(|LT |+1) .
Proof. First, note that, given a parametric linear term lt i , an inequality x ⊲⊳ lt i cannot be conjuncted with other x ⊲⊳ ′ lt i , where ⊲⊳ = ⊲⊳ ′ (unless ⊲⊳ = ≥ and ⊲⊳ ′ = ≤ or the converse, in which case the conjunction is equivalent to a single equality). Hence, given lt i , a 1-clock symbolic constraint contains only one inequality of the form x ⊲⊳ lt i . The same reasoning applies to parametric inequalities lt 
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Hence the set 1CSC(A) contains 2 |LT | × 2 |LT | 2 = 2 |LT |(|LT |+1) elements. These constraints can be met for each of the |L| locations. This gives that the zone graph of A contains at most |L| × 2 |LT |(|LT |+1) symbolic states.
5.2. Decidability and Synthesis for Deterministic 1-clock PTA. We show here that the language-and trace-preservation problems are decidable for deterministic 1cPTA. These results rely on the correctness and completeness of Algorithm 1 and on the finiteness of the parametric zone graph of 1cPTA.
Theorem 35 (trace-preservation synthesis). Let A be a deterministic 1cPTA and v be a parameter valuation. The set of parameters for which the trace set is the same as in v(A) is computable in time proportional to |L| × 2 |LT |(|LT |+1) .
Proof. Since A is a 1cPTA, then its parametric zone graph is finite from Theorem 33. Hence TPSynth(A, v) terminates. Furthermore, since A is deterministic, from Theorems 22 and 28, TPSynth(A, v) returns all parameter valuations v ′ such that Traces(v ′ (A)) = Traces(v(A)).
Concerning the complexity, in the worst case, all symbolic states of A are v-compatible, and TPSynth(A, v) needs to explore the entire parametric zone graph, which is of size |L| × 2 |LT |(|LT |+1) .
Theorem 36 (language-preservation synthesis). Let A be a deterministic 1cPTA and v be a parameter valuation. The set of parameters for which the language is the same as in v(A) is computable in |L| × 2 |LT |(|LT |+1) .
Proof. Since A is deterministic, the set of parameter valuations v ′ such that Lang(v ′ (A)) = Lang (v(A)) is the same as the set of parameter valuations v ′ such that Traces(v ′ (A)) = Traces(v(A)). Hence one can directly apply TPSynth(A, v) to compute the parameter valuations with the same language as v(A).
As direct corollaries of these results, the language-and trace-preservation problems are decidable for deterministic 1cPTA, and so are their continuous (robust) counterparts.
Remark 37. TPSynth is not complete for non-deterministic 1cPTA: in fact, the PTA in Fig. 9 is a 1cPTA, and therefore Remark 29 applies here too.
5.3.
Undecidability for L/U-PTA. We showed so far that the language-and tracepreservation problems are undecidable for general PTA (Section 3) and decidable for (deterministic) 1-clock PTA (Section 5.2). These results match the EF-emptiness problem, also undecidable for general PTA [AHV93] and decidable for 1-clock PTA. We now show that the situation is different for L/U-PTA (PTA in which each parameter is always either used as a lower bound or always as an upper bound [HRSV02] ): while EF-emptiness is decidable for L/U-PTA [HRSV02, BL09] , we show that the language-and trace-preservation problems are not.
Figure 10: PTA gadget ensuring p l = p u Constraining parameter equality. We first show how to encode equality of a lower-bound parameter and an upper-bound parameter in a L/U-PTA, using language preservation. Consider the PTA gadget depicted in Figure 10 . Assume a parameter valuation v such that p l = p u . Note that since p l = p u , no time can elapse in l 1 , and the b transition can never be taken. In fact, we have that the language of this gadget is aa iff p l = p u . Now, one can rewrite the two-counter machine encoding of Section 3.1 using an L/U-PTA which, together with the previous gadget, gives the following undecidability result.
Theorem 38. The language-preservation problem is undecidable for L/U-PTA with at least one lower-bound and at least one upper-bound parameter.
First, the PTA gadget depicted in Fig. 10 can be characterized in the following lemma.
Lemma 39. In the PTA gadget depicted in Figure 10 , l 2 is reachable and b can never occur iff p l = p u .
Proof.⇒ Assume l 2 is reachable; hence, from the guards and invariants, we necessarily have p l ≤ p u . Furthermore, b can occur iff it is possible to stay a non-null duration in l 1 iff p l < p u . Hence, b cannot occur implies p l ≥ p u . ⇐ Assume p l = p u . Then no time can elapse in l 1 , and hence b cannot occur. Furthermore, l 2 is obviously reachable for any such parameter valuation.
We can now prove Theorem 38.
Proof. The proof is based on the reduction from the halting problem of a two-counter machine. The construction encodes the two-counter machine using an L/U-PTA with 2 parameters. First, let us rewrite the two-counter machine encoding of Section 3.1 using L/U-PTA as follows. We split the parameter p used in the PTA A in the proof of Theorem 8 into two parameters p l and p u . Any occurrence of p as an upper-bound (resp. lower-bound) in a constraint is replaced with p u (resp. p l ). Equalities of the form p = x + c are replaced with
Then, we plug the gadget in Figure 10 before the initial location of our modified encoding of the proof of Theorem 8; more precisely, we fuse l 2 in Fig. 10 with s init in Fig. 3 , and we reset all clocks in the transition from l 1 to l 2 . This gives a new PTA, say A LU .
Let v be the reference parameter valuation such that p l = p u = 0. For v, the language of the gadget of Figure 10 is aa. Recall that in the proof of Theorem 8, the language of p = 0 is a ω , and hence the language of our modified PTA A LU for v is aaa ω = a ω . Figure 11 : An L-PTA and a U-PTA for which the language differs for all p ∈ N Suppose the two-counter machine does not halt, and consider a parameter valuation v ′ = v. If p l = p u in v ′ , then from Lemma 39, the language of the gadget for v ′ is either a single deadlocked a (if p l > p u ), or ab ω |aa (if p l < p u ); in both cases, the language of v ′ (A LU ) differs from the language of v(A LU ) (that is a ω ). If p l = p u , then we fall in the situation of Theorem 8: that is, there is no way for v ′ to accept the same language as v. Hence there exists no parameter valuation v ′ = v such that the language is the same as for v.
Conversely, suppose the two-counter machine halts, and consider a parameter valuation v ′ = v. Again, if p l = p u in v ′ , then the language necessarily differs from v. If p l = p u , then we fall again in the situation of Section 3.1: for some v ′ = v such that p l = p u and p l is large enough to encode the two counters maximum value, then the language is the same as for v. Hence there exists a parameter valuation v ′ = v such that the language is the same as for v.
As a consequence, the two-counter machine halts iff there exists a parameter valuation v ′ = v such that the language is the same as for v.
This reasoning can be reused to prove the undecidability for L/U-PTA of the other problems considered in Section 3. It follows:
Theorem 40.
(1) The trace-preservation problem is undecidable for L/U-PTA with at least one lower-bound and at least one upper-bound parameter. (2) The robust language-and trace-preservation problems are undecidable for L/U-PTA with at least one lower-bound and at least one upper-bound parameter.
5.4.
A Decidability Result for 1-Parameter L-PTA and U-PTA. In [BL09] , a bound is exhibited for both L-PTA and U-PTA (i.e. PTA with only lower-bound, resp. upperbound, parameters) such that either all parameter valuations beyond this threshold have an accepting run, or none of them has. This provides an algorithm for synthesizing all integer parameter valuations for which there exists an accepting run, by considering this bound, and then enumerate all (integer) valuations below this bound. Unfortunately, such a bound for U-PTA (and L-PTA) does not exist for the language. Consider the U-PTA in Fig. 11b . Then, given p ∈ N, the accepted language is a ≤p b ω . Hence, it differs for all integer values of p. For L-PTA, the situation is similar: the language of the L-PTA in Fig. 11a is a p a * b ω ∪ a ω , i.e. at least p times a followed (if the number of a is finite) by an infinite number of b.
We now show that the trace-preservation problem is decidable for deterministic L-PTA and U-PTA with a single integer parameter and arbitrarily many clocks: given a reference integer parameter valuation v, it suffices to check v + 1 and v − 1 to decide whether another parameter valuation yields the same trace set as v.
Theorem 41. The trace-preservation problem is PSPACE-complete for deterministic U-PTA and deterministic L-PTA with a single integer-valued parameter.
Proof. Let A be a deterministic U-PTA with a single integer-valued parameter p (the reasoning is dual for L-PTA). Let v be a valuation of p. Construct the trace set of v(A). Consider the valuation v + 1 (i.e. the smallest integer valuation larger than v). It is known that increasing a parameter in a U-PTA can only add behaviors. Suppose (v + 1)(A) adds a behavior, i.e. enables a transition that was not enabled in v(A). Since A is deterministic, then necessarily (v + 1)(A) contains a transition l 1 a ⇒ l 2 that did not exist in v(A). Hence the trace set of (v + 1)(A) strictly contains the trace set of v(A), and the trace set of any valuation greater or equal to v + 1 will again strictly contain the trace set of v(A). Hence, deciding whether there exists a valuation greater than v for which the trace set is the same as v(A) is equivalent to checking whether the trace set of (v + 1)(A) is the same as the trace set of v(A).
The proof for v − 1 is symmetric. Hence it is decidable whether there exists a valuation different from v for which the trace set is the same as v(A). Now, for the PSPACE upper bound, we actually prove that testing the inclusion of the untimed language of timed automaton A 1 in the untimed language of a deterministic timed automaton A 2 can be done in PSPACE. Trace set inclusion can then be checked with untimed language inclusion. The proof is very similar to that of [AD94] for timed language inclusion.
Lemma 42. The untimed language inclusion problem for deterministic timed automata is in PSPACE.
Proof. We build a non-deterministic Turing machine that guesses a path in the product of the two automata. We store on the tape the current state, i.e. current location and region, as well as the next state and the action leading to it when they are non-deterministically guessed. We also need a counter for the maximum number of steps allowed for the path. When a new state and action are guessed, the machine verifies that the transition is indeed possible in both automata. If it is not possible in A 1 then the machine rejects. If it is possible for A 1 but not A 2 , or if the location is accepting in A 1 but not in A 2 , we have found a witness for non-inclusion and the machine accepts. If it is possible for both automata, the machine overwrites the current state with the new state, increments the counter and proceeds to guessing a new successor, unless the counter has reached its maximum value, which is the product of the number of states of the region automata of A 1 and A 2 . In this last case, the machine also rejects. Since, if an untimed word is accepted by A 1 and not by A 2 , there must also be one such word with length less than the maximal value of the counter, it is clear that the machine accepts if and only if the untimed language of A 1 is not included in that of A 2 . Finally, storing both states and actions can be done in polynomial space. As for the value of the counter, since its maximum value is exponential in the size of the problem, we need only a polynomial number of bits to store it in binary. So the procedure works in NPSPACE, and by Savitch's Theorem [Sav70] , in PSPACE. Finally, PSPACE hardness is obtained by remarking that we can reduce reachability in timed automata to the trace preservation problem: Consider a deterministic timed automaton A (without parameter) and one of its location ℓ. Add a parameter p, a fresh clock x, and a self-loop on ℓ, with guard p ≤ x ≤ 0. Finally for every transition arriving in ℓ, add a reset of x. The added transition is therefore possible only for p = 0. Then, it is clear that (i) the resulting PTA is an L-PTA with a single parameter that we can consider to be integer-valued, and (ii) there exists a value for p different from 0 with the same trace set as for p = 0 if and only if ℓ is not reachable in A.
To get a U-PTA instead of an L-PTA, we can use guard 1 ≤ x ≤ p. Again, we use the reference value p = 0 and the transition is this time not possible for p = 0 but it is for all other integer parameter values, so the result follows.
Since we have a direct correspondence between trace sets and languages in deterministic automata, we get:
Theorem 43. The language-preservation problem is PSPACE-complete for deterministic U-PTA and deterministic L-PTA with a single integer-valued parameter.
Theorem 43 cannot be lifted to the language for non-deterministic L-and U-PTA. Consider the U-PTA in Fig. 12a : for p = 1, the language is ab ω . For p = 2, the language is ab ω |a, which is different from p = 1. But then for p ≥ 3, the language is again ab ω . Hence testing only v + 1 = 2 is not enough, and the decidability in this case remains open.
Also note that these non-deterministic PTAs are deterministic with the usual definition of determinism (that two outgoing guards can have the same action label provided the guards are mutually disjoint-which is the case here with x = 1 and x = 2), which justifies our stronger definition of non-determinism.
Similarly, Theorem 41 cannot be lifted to the trace preservation in non-deterministic PTA, as witness in the U-PTA in Fig. 12b. 
Conclusion and Perspectives
In this paper, we studied the decidability of the language-and trace-preservation problems in parametric timed automata. We summarize in Table 1 our (un)decidability results for PTA and its subclasses with arbitrarily many clocks; a red italicized cell denotes undecidability while a green plain cell denotes decidability. (1ip-dL&U-PTA stand for deterministic L-PTA, resp. U-PTA, with one integer-valued parameter; L&U-PTA stand for L-PTA and U-PTA with rational-parameters or more than one clock or without our determinism assumption; bPTA stand for PTA with bounded parameters; d1cPTA stands for deterministic 1-clock PTA.) We also showed that both problems are decidable for deterministic PTA with a single clock. "N/A" indicates a problem that is not relevant for this class (robust versions of our problems are not so relevant for integer-valued parameters).
Future Works. First, we used an ad-hoc encoding of a 2-counter machine for our undecidability proofs, using four parametric clocks. In contrast, a new encoding of a 2-counter machine using PTA was proposed recently in [BBLS15] to show the undecidability of the EF-emptiness problem for integer-valued parameters, and that makes use of only three parametric clocks. It remains open whether the (non-robust) problems considered in our manuscript could be proved undecidable with as few as three parametric clocks in the case of integer-valued parameters. In addition, it remains to be proved whether the trace preservation problem is undecidable for a bounded number of clocks and without diagonal constraints.
Concerning the decidability for a single clock, it would be interesting to study whether this result can be adapted to PTA with one parametric clock and arbitrarily many nonparametric clocks, following the corner-point abstraction recently used in the construction of [BBLS15] to show the decidability of the EF-emptiness problem.
Language-preservation problems have been considered in [San11, AHJR12] in the setting of guard enlargement (for timed automata and time Petri nets): this is a weaker setting, in which the single parameter ε can only be used under the forms x ≥ a− ε and x ≤ b+ ε. This makes the robust version of the language-preservation problem decidable. In a similar flavor, time-abstract simulation of shrunk timed automata [SBM11] also shares commonalities with the problem we studied in the present paper. Identifying larger classes of PTA with decidable language-preservation problems in the light of these results is a relevant direction for future research.
Finally, we showed in [AL18] that some of the results presented in this paper extend to the smaller class of parametric event-recording automata [AL17b] , i.e., the language preservation problem remains undecidable in that setting. It remains however to prove whether the trace preservation problem is decidable for this subclass. 
